Profiled edges made for strength!
New: MGB pro
SYSCON’s MGB pro 120L / 140L / 180L / 240L / 360L

SYSCON shows profile with ist new MGB pro bins:
new generation mobile garbage bins
optimized for lifting and tipping with Rear Loaders or Side Loaders.

New: SYSCON’s MGB pro
MGB pro -

Syscon's mobile garbage bins
with profiled edges
for heavy duty exposure

Increased requirements.
The requirements on mobile garbage bins in the
waste management industry have significantly
increased in recent years. Throughout the world,
a wide range of lifting and tipping systems using
rear and side loading vehicles is being employed,
and combined with an increased degree of
waste separation this means that high mechanical
forces impact on the bins.
Syscon Umweltsysteme GmbH has addressed this
development with its new MGB pro product line,
featuring mobile garbage bins with profiled edges.

MGB pro - optimum mechanical stability for all four
edges of the bin, which absorb the
forces impacting on the four sides

MGB pro - optimized for use with rear and side loading
vehicles

MGB pro - economic efficiency for waste management
firms

MGB pro - optimized handling of the new MGB pro as
a result of attention to detail

Standard Colours:
Special Colours:

The stable design of the four edges of the
MGB pro guarantees high resistance to
compression and impact load on all sides.

The all-round splash proofing ridge
prevents the intrusion of rainwater.

SYSCON's MGB pro:
Robust and strong - showing profile on all sides.

Smooth and rounded inner surfaces
avoid the accumulation of dirt.

All bins of the new MGB pro product line can be equipped
with wheels of 200mm or 250mm diameter.
For the MGB pro 360L, 300mm wheels are available as an
additional option.

Well thought-out.
MGB pro featuring 2 centre bores
for different size wheels.

Clever solution:
For transport, the dissembled axes of the MGB pros are
locked into position in front of the handle.

Clearly visible:
The externally positioned axes facilitate completeness
checks, even if the bins are stacked.

Firm standing:
strong ridges and stays
on the underside of the bin
guarantee that the MGB pro
stands firmly and securely.

MGB pro 120L

MGB pro 140L

Stable, leak-proof and
easy to grip:
the MGB pro lid.

MGB pro 240L

MGB pro 180L

MGB pro
volume (ltr.)
dead weight (kg)
max. load (kg)
total heigth (mm)
total width (mm)
total depth (mm)
upper edge comb (mm)
wheel diameter (mm)

A
B
C
D
E

120L

140L

180L

240L

360L*

120
8,5
48
940
480
550
904
200 / 250

140
9,0
56
1070
480
550
1028
200 / 250

180
11,0
76
1058
550
625
1000
200 / 250

240
12,0
96
1058
582
725
1000
200 / 250

360
nn
136
nn
nn
nn
nn
200 / 300

Bins correspond to EN 840. Subject to technical alterations and correction.
* available from 10/2009
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